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PRAY to REMOVE DARK ENERGY (Updated 1/27/23)        

  
 
"Holy Spirit, thank You that Your power is present to infuse, execute and establish everything fully 
and completely by the words that I am declaring by the power of the blood, and the authority of the 
name of the Lord Jesus Christ of Nazareth who came in the flesh.   
 
“May the Lord Jesus Christ be glorified as Your miraculous healing and powerful transformations are   
  performed. 
 

➢ Let the pure wind of Almighty God, maker of heaven and earth, encapsulate and remove to the 

quantum level all  poisons, venom, toxicity, and inhuman elements that are being released to 

cause destruction and death to the elements of the Earth and its atmosphere. 

 
➢ Let the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ of Nazareth who came in the flesh cleanse every 

molecule of the earth, the land, the water, and air we breathe. 

 
➢ Let the life-giving breath of God regenerate newness of life and health to human beings and 

every living thing  created by Him. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Encapsulation of Dark Energy 

 
✓ Let any and all of the harmful affects and effects -- caused by: 

1) Orbs Dark Energy Frequencies,  
2) Dark Energy frequency Radiation, Microwave and Millimeter Wave frequencies,              
    Wave and Smart Meters  elements, and  
3) Man-made physical devices and instruments -- that are functioning in, on, and around   
    (PERSON) -- be fully encapsulated with the Life and Light of the Word of God. 

 
✓ Let all connections between the Orbs Dark Energy Frequencies to Satan’s World Wide 

Sheath, that are located anywhere in the various dominions of the Universe created by 
Almighty God, be encapsulated with the light and life of the Word of God.  
 
Deliverance and Cleansing 
 

✓ Let all Dark Energy of 4G, 5G, Wi-Fi, and harmful Electromagnetic Spectrum frequencies and 
radiation that have been, or are currently being ignited, activated and transmitted to (PERSON) 
from all electronic super-computers, transmitters, receivers, antennas, control towers, satellite 
sources and their dedicated software, that are located anywhere in the various dominions of 
the Universe, be severed, removed and destroyed to the quantum by the blood of Christ and 
the fire and brimstone of God. 
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Pray to Remove Dark Energy, p 2 
 
 

✓ Let all visual and verbal brain wave entrainment and harmful and counterfeit memories of 
error, confusion and damage that are negatively impacting and controlling (his/her) heart and 
physical brains, mind, senses, cells, physical organs and DNA Strand Elements be cleansed, 
healed and completely restored to the quantum by the blood of Christ. 
 

✓ Let any and all echoes and counterfeit echoes of memories and frequencies be severed, 
removed and destroyed to the quantum by the blood of Christ and the fire of the Holy Spirit. 
 
Restoration and Healing 
 

✓ Let the electromechanical processes of (PERSON’s) Brain Stem Reflex be normalized, adjusted 
and re-aligned with perfect frequency rhythms to the quantum in (his/her) heart and physical 
brains.   
 
Restoration and Healing Con’t. 
 

✓ Let the resonant energy and acoustic properties created for each cell and organ in (his/her) 
body be restored and normalized to the quantum, in order to re-establish  the perfect 
frequency resonance that God designed and created for his/her being.  
 

✓ Let the magnetic rod of self within (PERSON) be re-established, cleansed, re-tuned, readjusted 
and realigned to the quantum in order to re-establish God’s original design and creation.   
 

✓ Let the power of God minister healing and revive the unique essence of (PERSON’s) Core 
being. 

 

Protection 
 

✓ Let an impenetrable Dark Energy Shield be created and permanently established to surround 
and protect (PERSON) from any additional Dark Energy effects.  Thank You Lord for providing 
this special Dark Energy Shield as a permanent gift of protection."  

 

Worship         
 

✓ “Let everything that has breath praise the LORD!  Praise the LORD.”  Ps. 150:6 

 


